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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.4.2-rev25
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.4.2-rev20
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This document provides a summary of bugﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently
to shipping Patch Release #2012.
29815 Dutch - no possibility to create yearly recurring appointments
The selection was not displayed because of a broken Link-Tag.
Fixed broken Link-Tag.
31349 Users cannot upload their picture to their own contact data
Problem was that the user API didn’t support all ﬁelds and it didn’t support changing the contact/user picture.
Now the Appsuite UI has dedicated checks to avoid those errors.
31675 HTML inline images aren’t correctly attached email using Firefox and TinyMCE
A reference to the image (including the users session ID) was sent but not the image itself, the recipient cannot access the image.
When moving an image inside the editor now, TinyMCE or the browser adds the domain part to the
”src” attribute.
31842 Meaningful error message when the mail attachment size is more than the allowed
size
Quota/size information in upload error messages contain the size in bytes, but not a humanreadable string.
This has been ﬁxed by providing human-readable quota/size information.
32046 Restoring Application for contacts forget about to show ﬁlled ’Extended view’ details
This has been ﬁxed by toggling extended view on restore.
32077 Renaming widget is not reﬂected unless you refresh the browser or re-login to OX
Now the description is refreshed without the need of logging off or refreshing the browser.
32110 Print E-mail is missing attachment details
No attachment was listed in the print preview.
No attachments are listed, containing their ﬁle name and size.
32247 No way to change order of apps in top-bar
Now customer modules also can be sorted.
32405 Unable to directly drag the widgets to the last position on Customise dashboard
screen
It was not possible to move a portal widget to the last position with an iPad.
This has been ﬁxed by extending the drag&drop area for tablets.
32481 Login to GUI not possible - OX-9999 error (Linked related)
Inappropriate handling in case no LinkedIn OAuth account is available for associated user.
This has been ﬁxed by ignoring requests to LinkedIn JSON API if no LinkedIn OAuth account is available for associated user.
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32555 S/MIME signed mails can not be displayed
Messages sent by Apple Mailer get sanitized. During processing those messages the Content-Type
header got trimmed to only contain ”boundary” parameter. Thus loosing other relevant parameters for proper SMIME detection/handling.
This has been ﬁxed by keeping other Content-Type parameters when ﬁxing Apple Mailer messages.
Note: If the user wants to read the mail (for already synchronized messages) he has to move those
corrupted mails e.g. Move *corrupted* Mail A from INBOX to any other folder then the mail part
should be displayed in Outlook.
32595 Display name can not be changed using UI, if this is tried UI fails doing this and enabling all other non-changeable ﬁelds
Sometimes a user was not able to change the own display name.
This has been ﬁxed by changing busy/idle handling for dialogs.
32619 IE crashes while adding link from drive
It was possible that the internet explorer freezes after the publication view was opened.
This has been solved by ﬁxing the dialog handling for publication view.
32621 Security issue in commons-ﬁleupload announced by Apache
Apache announced a security update for commons-ﬁleupload which ﬁxed an issue to trigger a DOS.
Upgraded commons-ﬁleupload library from v1.2.1 to v1.3.1.
32625 Mail subfolder gets unsubscribed after parent folder has been moved
Subscription statuses wasn’t maintained on IMAP folder move operations.
Soltution: Keep subscription statuses when moving IMAP folders.
32654 After update OX App Suite UI can not be loaded - boot.js script does not respond
UI crashed while parsing binary data from ”Europe/Berlin”. This is a bug in the timezone package
on SLES.
This has been ﬁxed by capping the size of the transition array at -1000 years.
32812 Remove recurring information when changing appointment from series to single appointment
A parser in the backend API was wrong.
This has been ﬁxed by adjusting the parser in the backend.
32815 No robots.txt ﬁle present
Added simple robots.txt. Please note that this ﬁle is located in the UI folder which is not necessarily
the document root (which gets crawled).
32816 Paragraphs in mail compose too big
Add new conﬁg option for smaller paragraphs: io.ox/core//features/mailComposeSmallParagraphs=true/false
(default: false)
32818 Port settings should be pre-ﬁlled for external account settings
When adding a new external mail account via manual conﬁguration (in the settings), the ﬁelds for
IMAP and SMTP was per default empty.
Now the port settings are pre-ﬁlled for external accounts.
32829 Error in loading default task and address book view once uniﬁed mail is activated
for any mail account
App Suite UI attempt to request contact/task resources while providing an E-Mail folder.
This has been ﬁxed by adding missing check for ”mail” module.
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Tests

Not all issues that got resolved with this Patch Release could be reproduced within the OX QA
lab. Therefore, we advise guided and close monitoring of the reported issue when deploying to a
staging or production environment.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integration
testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

29815, 31349, 31675, 31842, 32046, 32077, 32110, 32247, 32405, 32481, 32555, 32595, 32619,
32621, 32625, 32654, 32812, 32815, 32816, 32818, 32829,
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